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Abstract. Many researchers have studied building pounding to calculate the dissipated

1. Introduction

damages were due to the impact of adjacent buildings.
Investigation of building pounding has been divided
into two parts: experimental tests and numerical analyses. In this regard, Papadrakakis and Mouzakis [3]
conducted shaking table experiments on pounding between two-story reinforced concrete buildings without
separation distance under earthquake records. Two
steel buildings, with three and eight stories, were tested
by Filiatrault using a shaking table [4]. The tests
were carried out with two di erent gaps, zero and
15 mm. The experimental results were compared with
analytical predictions based on the linear elastic spring
theory. The comparisons showed that acceleration
at the contact level was not well predicted. Watanaba and Kawashima [5] investigated the pounding of
distributed masses to model colliding bridge decks.
Cole et al. [6] indicated that building pounding and
its impact depend on the structural properties and
collision velocity of both buildings. They suggested
a plan to control the impact. They determined the

Impact;
Coecient of
restitution;
Velocity;
Dissipated energy;
Damping.

energy and impact force between two buildings during an earthquake. In this paper, a new
equation is proposed to measure the impact force and energy dissipation. The results based
on the proposed equation are compared with the results of available equations. Using a
suggested link element, a new formula is presented to calculate the impact force and energy
dissipation. In order to evaluate the results of dissipated energy, a new relation between
CR and impact velocity is also suggested. Since there is a need to have a reference curve to
select impact velocity, based on the coecient of restitution, several impact velocities and
CRs were evaluated. By using the latter curve, results could be evaluated. A new equation
of motion is assumed to select the best impact velocity and coecient of restitution. Finally,
based on the coecient of restitution and using the steady-state response of a single degree
of freedom system, due to external force, a new equation of motion is suggested to calculate
the impact damping ratio.
© 2015 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

Structural pounding, which may occur during an earthquake between two adjacent buildings with di erent
dynamic characteristics, has been an interesting research topic during the last few decades in the eld
of earthquake engineering. Most researchers have
used numerical methods to simulate the problem of
earthquake-induced pounding between adjacent buildings [1]. All this research was carried out based on
building pounding with di erent topics. Anagnostopolos [2] was among the rst researchers to explain
possible dangers due to building pounding. Between
them, the 1985 Mexico City earthquake was the source
of excitation which caused severe damage to buildings.
Several reports showed that at least 15% of buildings
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theoretical maximum collision force for a system with
two distributed masses. Velocity, mass and sti ness
at the time of impact have a relationship, and the
number and magnitude of the impacts depend on these
three causes. Barros and Khatami [7] addressed some
common misrepresentations in the Iranian earthquake
safety codes on the issue of the separation distance
required between two adjacent concrete buildings under
near-fault ground motions. In numerical analyses,
link elements are located between the two investigated
buildings. Komodromos et al. also took advantage of
link elements extensively in their research [8].
Barros and Vasconcelos [9] investigated building
pounding between two adjacent concrete buildings by
numerical analyses. They presented the results of
analyses using di erent sti ness and damping ratios.
Two concrete buildings, with eight and ten stories, have
been modeled by Raj pant and Wijeyewickrema [10].
Di erent types of spring with di erent sti ness, or
various dampers with di erent damping ratios, have
also been used in recent numerical studies at FEUP by
Cordeiro [11] and Vasconcelos [12] in their parametric
studies of pounding between adjacent buildings. Barros
and Khatami [13] estimate the e ect of damping ratio
on the numerical study of impact forces between two
adjacent concrete buildings subjected to pounding. In
yet another study, Barros and Khatami [14] compared
results of two SDOF frames with di erent link elements
based on mathematical relations. In some of their
analyses, structures were modeled as SDOF systems,
and a collision was simulated using linear visco-elastic
models of impact force.
Many researchers have represented several mathematic relations to simulate kinetic energy loss. They
have suggested di erent formulas in terms of damping
coecient, and developed a reference relation to get
the best equation of motion. In this paper, based on a
cyclic process, a new damping coecient is suggested
to calculate impact force, and is checked to con rm
dissipated energy.

2. Impact philosophy
Investigation of building pounding can be addressed
in two di erent paths: experimental analyses and
analytical analyses. To measure the impact force during collisions and the lateral displacement of adjacent
structures, software is needed to de ne a speci c link
element at the connection level between the buildings
analyzed. These link elements can be signi cantly
di erent, so as to insure a complete agreement between
analytical and experimental results, based on type of
link element. Mathematical equations corresponding to
modeling by distinct link elements can be calculated
by di erent approaches. The main concepts used
on link elements correspond to the appropriate use

Figure 1. Schematic impact model between two bodies.

Figure 2. Schematic SDOF model.
of gap, spring and damper in them. As periods
of the adjacent colliding buildings are conceptually
di erent, the link elements should be able to allow
and translate the di erent behavior of buildings during
seismic excitations [13].
In the dynamics of structures, the explanation
and understanding of the impact model focus on the
usual case of two bodies. The impact forces and the
consequences between two colliding bodies (Figure 1)
depend on their mass and acceleration.

3. Dynamic model
Two special building cases of an original n-building
formulation subject to earthquake excitation are investigated. This captures the essence of more general
response formulation by allowing the examination of
both interior and exterior buildings. As shown in
Figure 2, the adjacent buildings were modeled as
a Single Degree Of Freedom (SDOF) system, with
lumped masses, m1 and m2 . There is a distance
(d) assumed between two adjacent buildings. The
sti ness of the two buildings are k1 and k2 , and the
linear viscose damper constants for the buildings are
c1 and c2 , respectively. The impact between the two
buildings was modeled by introducing a spring and a
linear viscose dashpot between the colliding buildings.
The sti ness of the spring between the buildings is s.
these elements act only when a collision occurs. The
coecient of damper has been shown by c.
In order to describe the impact between two
colliding bodies using mathematical equations, the
model in Figure 3 can be equivalently modeled as the
response of a SDOF system.
In Figure 3, V1 and V2 are velocities of both
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Figure 3. Equivalently model of SDOF model.

Figure 5. Hertz damped model.

collided masses. The equation of motion of this SDOF
system is written as:

able to calculate energy losses during impact, which
constitutes the main disadvantage of the linear elastic
model.

mu + cu_ + ku = f (t);

(1)

where u is acceleration, and u_ and u are the velocity
and lateral displacement of the system, respectively.
All mentioned options are assumed to be linear in order
to conveniently search the approximate relationship
between velocity and lateral displacement using the
knowledge of structural dynamics. The spring constants can be obtained as a function of the sti ness
of the colliding buildings.
The dynamic equation for the pounding between
single degree of freedom systems can be written as:


m1 0
0 m2









u1 + c1 + c c u_ 1
c c2 u_ 2
u2











+ k1 +s s k s uu1 = ff1 :
2
2
2



(2)

4. Link elements
4.1. Linear impact model

The rst investigated model is based on a linear impact
spring, which provides an elastic impact force on the
link element, and simulates impact force using linear
curve sti ness (Figure 4). The equation of the contact
collision force during pounding, evaluated by the linear
elastic model, is given by:
Fc (t) = kk : (t);

(3)

in which kk is the sti ness of the linear impact spring,
and (t) is the lateral displacement of the colliding
bodies.
In this model, the numerical value of impact
force is based on a linear constant sti ness, which
cannot be accurately determined, considering that the
characteristics of the studied buildings are di erent and
that they also provide axial sti ness for the distinct
impacts. This model of the link element also is not

4.2. Nonlinear impact models

The impact model between two bodies during an
earthquake has been shown using a spring and damper,
which are located parallel to each other. The explanation of the impact model focuses on two structures
next to each other when they collide during seismic
excitation (Figure 5).
The impact force between two bodies depends signi cantly on collided masses, velocity and acceleration.
In this part, some used models are demonstrated to get
a better image from contact.
To calculate the value of the energy dissipation,
some researchers have suggested di erent relations to
simulate the damping ratio. They have tried to get the
most appropriate assumption for evaluating dissipated
energy during collisions. A summary of previous studies about the impact damping ratio of pounding shows
that the suggested formula by Anagnostopolus [1] and
two represented formulas by Jankowski [15] are based
on the Coecient of Restitution (CR) and calculating
the impact damping ratio by mathematical relations.
The coecient of restitution is a factor that simulates
a relation between velocities before and after collision.
This relation could be written as:
v
0 < CR = before < 1:
(4)
vafter
As shown, the coecient of restitution is calculated to
be in the range of 0 and 1. If CR becomes equal to 0,
collision is perfectly plastic, and if CR becomes equal
to 1, collision shows an elastic behavior.

4.2.1. Kelvin model
The rst relation of the impact model is the Kelvin
model. This model was proved by a linear viscoelastic
impact model, in order to calculate energy loss during
impact. In this model, impact force at time t is
simulated by the following equation:
Fc (t) = kk : (t) + c_ (t);

Figure 4. Linear elastic model.

(5)

where kk is sti ness, c is the impact viscous damping
coecient,  (t) is lateral displacement and (t) is
relative velocity between the lumped masses in contact
at time t. In this equation, the impact viscous damping
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coecient, c, is related to the coecient of restitution,
CR, which is explained by:
r

m1 m2
;
m1 + m2

(6)

ln CR
:
2 + (ln CR)2

(7)

c = 2 kk
=

p

In the above relation, c depends on  , which has
been described by the second written relation. CR
is a vector from 0 to 1, which describes elastic and
plastic impact and is explained in the next part. This
formula was based on the assumption of an equivalent
SDOF dynamic system that represents two bodies in
contact and the conservation of energy before and after
impact.

4.2.2. Nonlinear viscoelastic model
To improve the impact model, Jankowski [15] presented
an idea, wherein a nonlinear viscose damper is located
parallel to the spring in order to absorb the energy
dissipation mechanism. The equation of the nonlinear
viscoelastic model can be written by:
Fc (t) = kh : (t) + ch _ (t);
r

p

ch = 2 kh  (t)

p

m1 m2
;
m1 + m2

(8)
(9)

5 1 CR2
:
(10)
2 CR
4.2.3. Hertz damped model
The most important used relation to calculate the
impact force and dissipated energy is called Hertz
Damped, as written in a general form below:
=

Fc (t) = kh : (t)n + c_ (t):

(11)

The second term of the mentioned formula describes
the impact damping coecient, which is calculated by
c = : (t)n .
In recent years, Ye Kun [16] suggested two mathematical formulas for the estimation of impact damping
based on Coecient of Restitution (CR), sti ness of
spring (k) and impact velocity (vimp ).
In order to evaluate dissipated energy during
impact, Lankarani [17] suggested a mathematic relation to calculate the impact damping ratio, which is
determined by:
=

3kh (1 CR2 )
:
4vimp

(12)

By using a SDOF system, Ye Kun (2008) [16] assumed
that the damping coecient and sti ness of equivalent
are linear to get a relation between lateral displacement

and velocity. He considered the momentum and energy
balance between the start and end of the collision to be
equal. By this assumption, he suggested a new relation
to calculate the impact damping ratio, which is written
by:
=

3kk (1 CR)
:
2:CR:vimp

(13)

In order to improve the mentioned formula, a developed
equation was noted by Ye Kun (2009) [18]. Based on a
mathematical relation and considering a more accurate
method, he calculated a new equation for the impact
damping ratio to increase the dissipated energy. The
proposed formula can be described by:
=

8kh (1 CR)
:
5:CR:vimp

(14)

Finally, using Table 1, di erent models of pounding
have been represented. The advantages and disadvantage of the models are presented.

5. Proposed nonlinear impact model
For getting a reference relation to cover the three
mentioned impact damping relations, a new equation
of motion is suggested based on three parameters.
cimp = f (k; CR; vimp ):

(15)

As noted before, it is assumed that the impact damping
coecient is a mathematical function, which calculates
the energy dissipation by using:
cimp =



k

vimp

n

(1 CR2 )
:
CRm

(16)

Based on a cyclic process, cimp was calculated and
checked to con rm the accuracy of the suggested
formula. In this case, a cyclic process has been used
to simulate the impact of two assumed bodies. Based
on this process and using the coecient of restitution,
two parameters were selected. Finally, the represented
formula was obtained by selecting n and m. In
order to check accuracy and con rm the suggested
relation, the energy dissipation was calculated and
compared with kinetic energy loss, which is presented
in Figure 6.
Consequently, n and m can be selected from
Table 2.
For this relation, impact force is represented by:
Fimp =  1:5 (k + cimp  ):

By having SDOF masses (m =
impact force can be calculated.

(17)
m1 m2
m1 +m2 ),

k and vimp ,
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Model

Table 1. Summary of pounding model.
Formula
Advantage

Linear
spring

Easy implement
in software

Fc (t) = kk : (t)

KelvinVoight

Fc (t) = kh : (t) + c_ (t)

Hertz
damped

Fc (t) = kh : (t)n + c_ (t)

The constant of
the dashpot determines
the amount of
energy dissipated
The constant of
the dashpot determines
the amount of
energy dissipated

63

Disadvantage
Dissipated
energy cannot
be modeled
The viscous element
remains activated
when the structures
tend to be separated.

Table 2. Three used unknown parameters.
E
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
N 1.05144 1.04 1.03092 1.022 1.0115 0.9973 0.9775 0.95016 0.9133
M 1.0025 1.0017 1.0005 0.9945 0.9862 0.9754 0.9668 0.9551 0.9512
damping. The coecient of restitution is also assumed
to be 0.7.

5.1. Numerical analyses to investigate the
accuracy of formula

Figure 6. Comparison of results of four di erent
formulas.

After selecting CR, cimp is calculated and the
hysteresis loop is depicted. In order to examine the
e ects of using di erent impact models, an analytical
model has been used to calculate the kinetic energy loss
and compare it with other mentioned relations.
For example, the SDOF mass of two bodies is
assumed to be 755.76 kN. The impact sti ness for the
used link element and impact velocity is calculated as
30003.67 and 9.976, respectively. For simplifying the
simulation of impact, a suitable estimation of k and
vimp is taken to be equal to 30000 and 10, in order to
be used in all formulas for estimation of the impact

To evaluate and con rm the suggested equation, two
single degree of freedom systems are assumed. In
this evaluation, two bodies are connected with each
other by a link element, which is modeled by a spring
and damper. Two mentioned elements are located
parallel with each other to calculate the impact force
and also dissipated energy. The mass of two bodies is
assumed to be 100 and 150 ton for buildings A and B,
respectively. The sti ness of the spring is 22000 and
the impact velocity is also estimated to be equal to
15. Coecients of restitution are selected from 0.1 to
0.9. A reference lateral displacement is used and its
derivation is calculated to be the velocity of the SDOF
systems.
The suggested equation of motion is simulated to
get the results of the impact and dissipated energy.
By using di erent e, the impact curve is depicted and
dissipated energy is calculated due to the hysteretic
behavior of impact. In order to investigate the accuracy
of the suggested formula, dissipated energy is compared
with kinetic energy loss, as presented in Figures 7
and 8. Kinetic energy can be described as [19]:
E =

1 m1 m2
(1 CR2 )(imp )2 :
2 m1 + m2

(18)

In this simulation, assumed coecients of restitution
are compared with calculated coecients of restitution.
In Table 3, the percentage of error is presented.
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Table 3. Error in calculated coecient of restitution.
Assumed CR
Calculated CR
Error

0.1
0.065
0.35

0.2
0.165
0.175

0.3
0.264
0.12

0.4
0.372
0.07

0.5
0.486
0.128

0.6
0.591
0.015

0.7
0.695
0.002

0.8
0.798
0

0.9
0.9
0

Figure 7. Comparison of hysteresis loops by using
di erent CR for proposed nonlinear impact force.

Figure 9. The procedure that has been followed in order

to derive the formula that provides optimum CR and vimp .

Figure 8. Error estimation for proposed nonlinear impact
force.

6. Relation between coecient of restitution
and impact velocity
From numerical analyses, the coecient of restitution,
CR, is calculated. It seems that there is a need to
have a reference curve to select vimp based on the
coecient of restitution, which is able to show the
optimum results in terms of dissipated energy. To
evaluate the impact velocity, it is assumed that the
reference velocity is 10 and the value of CR is 0.5. The
procedure that has been followed for the derivation of
the impact velocity is demonstrated in Figure 9.
Firstly, the value of vimp is selected and the
coecient of restitution is also assumed. After each
simulation, the kinetic energy loss is checked as to
whether it equals the area of the hysteresis loop

Figure 10. The comparison of two di erent properties.
obtained from the analysis, and, if not, the constant CR
is modi ed and a new analysis is performed (Figure 10).
For instance, analyses have shown that the dissipated energy of the hysteresis loop, using vimp = 11 and
CR=0.45 and the reference model, are approximately
equal. Kinetic energy losses are 28.33261 and 28.64157
in the reference and second models, respectively.
By tting the numerical data, using the men-
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Z

fD d =

Z 2=w

o
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_ = 0:5m_ 2nal ;
(ck _ )dt

(23)

where _ nal denotes the nal velocity and m is an
equivalent of two masses (m = mm11+mm22 ). In order to
solve Eq. (23) for , the following equation is used:
max =

Figure 11. Suggested curve for CR and vimp .
tioned method in the chart, the following formula has
been obtained relating the coecient of restitution.
The estimated formula can be written by:
vimp =494:32CR4

1299CR3 + 1285CR2

595:9CR + 116:67:

(19)

It can be seen from Figure 11 that Eq. (19) simulates
quite precisely the relation between the coecient of
restitution and impact velocity. It is worth mentioning
that the decreased trend in the impact velocity for
increasing the value of the coecient of restitution has
been con rmed by Jankowsky [15].

7. Relation between coecient of restitution
and impact damping ratio ( )
As noted in Eq. (19), the loss in kinetic energy depends
on mass, coecient of restitution and impact velocity.
The steady state response of the single degree of
freedom system, due to the external force, p(t) =
p0 sin(wt), has been evaluated. Based on the mentioned
force, the dissipated energy due to the viscose damper
in harmonic excitation can be written by the following
the relation:
E =

Z

fD d =

Z 2=w

0

_
(ck _ )dt:

(20)

Also, by focusing strongly on the damping term of
equation of motion the following is obtained:
E =

Z max

0

_
ck d:

(21)

Based on the equations of dynamics of structures [20]:
w
E = 2 k 2 ;
(22)
wn
in which, w is radial frequency and wn is damped radial
frequency. The relation between w and wn could be
assumed to be 1. Considering nal velocity and mass,
it could be written as:

r

m _
: :
4k nal

(24)

For each value of deformation during impact, as the
energy transfers from elastic strain energy to kinetic
energy, the relative velocity can be calculated as
follows:
2k 2 + 0:5m_ 2 = 0:5m_ 2nal :
(25)
Solving Eq. (25), the following relation is obtained:
0:5m_ 2 = 0:5m_ 2nal

2k 2 :

(26)

Consequently, velocity would be:
r

4k 2
:
(27)
m
De ning Relation (4) and considering the displacement
of zero ( = 0), it is an assumption that Eq. (27) can
be changed by using the coecient of restitution to
determine the velocity during collision for _ > 0 and
_ < 0.
_ _ 2nal

_ =

r

_ 2nal

r

4k 2
for _ < 0
m

4k 2
1 _2
 nal
_ =
for _ > 0:
(28)
CR
m
Using the dissipated energy from the damper and
referring to Eq. (20), it could be calculated by:

p

E = 2 k:m

Z

_
d:

(29)

Considering the above relations and submitting
Eq. (28) into Eq. (29), the following is obtained:
 p
k:m
E = 2
CR

Z r

_ 2nal

4k 2
d:
m

(30)

by substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (30):
max
 p
E = 2
k:m
CR
0
Z

r

2
4kmax
m

4k 2
d:
m (31)

The relation is simpli ed to Eq. (31):
 p
k:m
E = 2
CR

r

4k
m

!Z

0

max p

2
max

 2 d;
(32)
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 1:5 p max p 2

max  2 d:
(33)
CR
0
Solving Eq. (33), it can be represented that the dissipated energy will be:
Z

E = 4k

 1:5 p
2  ):
(0:25max
(34)
CR
Kinetic energy loss, noted in Eq. (31), can be equal to
the dissipated energy from the damper during impact,
as:

E = 4k

1 m1 m2
 1: 5 p
2  ):
(1 CR2 )(imp )2 =4k
(0:25max
2 m1 + m2
CR
(35)

Figure 12. Comparison among di erent formulations by
using di erent values for CR.

2
Modifying max
from Eq. (23) into Eq. (35), the
following would be obtained:

1 m1 m2
(1 CR2 )(imp )2
2 m1 + m2
!



_ 2
 1: 5 p
m1 m2
= 4k
 0:25 nal
 :
CR
4k m1 + m2

(36)

Eq. (36) could be written as:
(1

cr2 )(imp )2

=

p:

(_ 2nal ):

2:CR
And, nally, the relation for giving  will be:


2

2
p (1 CR2 )
=
CR: 

(37)

Considering three di erent  , calculated from past
studies, a numerical analysis was carried out to compare three impact damping ratios. In order to investigate the calculated  , a single degree of freedom is
simulated to evaluate the impact force between two
masses. Three used di erent impact damping ratios
from Jankowski [15], Seyed Mahmoud [21] and the
mentioned equation of motion, are seen in Table 4.
The results of a comparison between impact
damping ratios, based on the coecient of restitution,
are shown in Figure 12. The impact damping ratio is
started from 61, 3.5 and 3.2 for the proposed model,
Jankowski's model, and Seyed Mahmoud's model, respectively. The results tend to zero for all investigated
models. It seems that the suggested equation of motion

Table 4. Utilized impact damping ratios.

Proposed equation

p5 1



di erent types of impact damping ratios.

(38)

:

Jankowski's equation
Seyed Mahmoud's equation

Figure 13. Comparison of impact forces among three



CR2
2 CR
1 1 CR2
 CR

2
= CR2:p (1 CR2 )

Figure 14. Comparison of impact forces among three
coecients of restitution.

in this paper can show an acceptable curve between
the two other formulas. The curve of this model makes
it sensible to get the impact damping ratio based on
the coecient of restitution, as the results are close
to each other, from CR=0.4 to CR=0.9 (Figure 13).
To better express this, selecting di erent coecients of
restitution from 0.4 to 0.9 will have similar responses,
in terms of impact damping ratio and impact forces
(Figure 14).

8. Conclusion
In this paper, building pounding during seismic excitation has been investigated. Firstly, the concept of
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impact between two masses has been described to get
a better image of collisions during an earthquake. Two
di erent types of link element have been explained.
The rst has a spring and the second has a spring
and damper, which are located parallel to each other.
Shown in Table 1, the advantages and disadvantages
of link elements have been investigated. The majority
of equations of motion in terms of impact force have
been collected, and impact damping in terms of these
relations has been demonstrated. A new relation to
calculate the value of damping has been suggested
to get the best results in terms of dissipated energy.
To evaluate the accuracy of the suggested formula,
the relationship between the selected coecient of
restitution and the calculated coecient of restitution
has been plotted in a curve. The results show good
accuracy in comparison with other formulas.
As there is a need to have a reference curve to
select vimp based on the coecient of restitution, a
cyclic process was simulated to suggest the optimum
relation between impact velocity and coecient of
restitution. To reach this goal, the impact velocity and
coecient of restitution were assumed to be references.
Based on this assumption, another impact velocity and
coecient of restitution is estimated and its hysteresis
loop is depicted. Dissipated energy is calculated and
compared with the energy principle. If both are equal,
the assumed velocity and coecient of restitution are
con rmed. If not, the process is repeated to get the
best selection. Finally, a relation between the two
investigated parameters was represented to predict impact velocity. Considering the coecient of restitution,
impact velocity is calculated to have a similar response
using di erent impacts and coecients of restitution.
A new relation between coecient of restitution
and impact damping ratio has been presented to
evaluate linear and nonlinear impact models. Using
mathematical relations and considering the steady
state response of single degree of freedom systems due
to external force, based on harmonic force, a new
relation was suggested and compared with other suggested formulas. The calculated impact damping ratio
depends signi cantly on the coecient of restitution
and shows better results in comparison with other
relations.
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